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Abstract

When transporting prefabricated exterior panels vertically, shipping frame types and site conditions affect panel logistics. Thus, it
is crucial that project participants estimate the logistics costs considering these factors, which vary by projects, to select the most
economic option rapidly and consistently for a specific project in addition to three important objectives of panel logistics (i.e. number
of trailers, reshuffling effort, and panel stability). In this study, the authors developed a methodology to generate loading plans for
different types of shipping frames and site conditions using both first fit and next fit algorithms and evaluate the cost-related items
for the loading plans considering project conditions. To demonstrate the usefulness of the methodology, the authors conducted a
case study and compared the logistics costs for three different frame options considering site conditions. The results show that the
methodology enables project participants to identify the advantages and disadvantages of different frame options based on given site
conditions, which can guide project participants to make informed decisions about the preferred frame option.

Keywords: prefabricated wall panel, loading plan, stability, reshuffling effort, logistics cost

1 Introduction
Prefabricated components have been increasingly used in res-
idential and commercial building projects instead of ‘stick’
building components on site as prefabricated components have
been demonstrated to reduce construction duration, improve
worker safety and productivity, and reduce environmental impact
(Shewchuk et al. 2009; Guo 2010; Altaf et al. 2016; Hong et al. 2018;
Lee et al. 2019). However, the unit cost of prefabricated buildings,
especially the logistics costs, is typically higher than that of con-
ventional buildings (Jaillon & Poon 2008; Lu & Yuan 2013; Hong
et al. 2018; Bertram et al. 2019), making broad adoption of prefab-
ricated components to construction projects difficult. Therefore,
planning for the efficient logistics of prefabricated components is
important to reduce the logistics costs and realize the benefits (Yi
et al. 2020), which will lead to a reduction of variability related to
the panel logistics as well as an increase in reliability of the pro-
duction system.

When planning for logistics of prefabricated exterior wall
panels, loading plans are generated by logistics team, specifi-
cally the loading planner (Lee et al. 2019). As these plans en-
capsulate information about the sequence of loading the pan-
els onto trailers using vertical shipping frames (Shewchuk &
Guo 2012), transporting them to the site, and unloading and
installing them on site, these plans determine the number of
trailers used to ship panels, as these objectives directly impact
the logistics costs (e.g. high reshuffling effort increases the la-
bor hours and low stability requires additional bracing work),
the loading planners are required to estimate logistics costs

considering these objectives in order to generate cost-effective
loading plans and identify more opportunities to reduce logistics
costs.

In this study, initial interviews with project participants who
are involved in the packing, shipping, and installing the panels as
well as generating plans for those processes (e.g. loading planners)
identified two main factors impacting panel logistics: (i) shipping
frame types for loading and transporting the panels and (ii) site
conditions for unloading and installing the panels. First, shipping
frames with various characteristics are used for transporting exte-
rior wall panels, such as frames that are detachable or undetach-
able, dividable or undividable, and one-sided or two-sided. Second,
project site conditions, such as on-site laydown space availability,
impact the panel logistics. However, it is difficult for project par-
ticipants to generate loading plans and estimate logistics costs
multiple times comprehensively considering the objectives and
these factors in a timely and consistent manner due to the lack of
methodology.

A large amount of research has been done to enhance the logis-
tics planning for prefabricated construction projects. As improved
coordination among multiple stakeholders in different phases is
necessary for enhanced planning, several researchers have pro-
posed methodologies to optimize the logistics plans considering
manufacturing, storage, transportation, and assembly (Chen et al.
2017; Hsu et al. 2018; Fang & Ng 2019). In addition, some exist-
ing studies have contributed to the enhancement of site layout
planning and installation sequences for prefabricated construc-
tion projects (Shewchuk & Guo 2012; Wang et al. 2018; Zhang &
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Table 1: Distribution of the interviewees.

Work experiencea (year) Project manager Loading planner Stacking crew Installation crew

Less than 5 0 1 0 2
Over 5 2 2 2 3
Total 2 3 2 5

Note.
aIn the construction industry.

Yu 2021). Furthermore, although several researchers have focused
on transportation plans for the prefabricated components, there
are still limitations in comprehensively considering the three ob-
jectives (i.e. number of trailers, reshuffling efforts, and stability)
and two main factors impacting panel logistics (i.e. multiple types
of shipping frames and laydown space availability) when gener-
ating and evaluating loading plans. For example, although the
methodology proposed by Almashaqbeh & El-Rayes (2021) can
generate loading plans and identify transportation schedules that
minimize the total transportation and storage costs for prefabri-
cated modules, it cannot consider the installation sequences of
the modules for each truck. In addition, Lee et al. (2021a) pro-
posed a methodology to generate and evaluate loading plans con-
sidering the three objectives. However, it has a limited capabil-
ity of comprehensively accounting for multiple types of shipping
frames and laydown space availability.

In this study, the authors propose a methodology to rapidly
generate loading plans for vertically shipped panels and estimate
logistics costs comprehensively considering logistical factors to
support project participants with a cost-efficient logistics plan-
ning. To this end, based on the interviews and literature review,
the authors first extended the existing method, proposed in Lee
et al. (2021a), to generate loading plans for different types of ship-
ping frames and site conditions using both first fit and next fit
algorithms. The authors then formalized reasoning mechanisms
that evaluate the cost items of the loading plans and estimate lo-
gistics costs and incorporated them into the proposed method. In
addition, the authors conducted a case study to compare the vari-
ations in logistics costs based on shipping frame types and site
conditions to discuss the usefulness of the methodology.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 illus-
trates logistics of prefabricated exterior wall panels and presents
summary of relevant studies on logistics planning. Section 3
presents the methodology developed in this research to gener-
ate loading plans and estimate logistics costs. The authors then
present case studies conducted to discuss the usefulness of the
methodology in Section 4 and conclusions in Section 5.

2 Research Background
This section illustrates logistics of prefabricated exterior wall pan-
els transported using vertical shipping frames. The paper then
summarizes relevant studies on logistics planning for prefabri-
cated construction projects and describes the existing studies
about the generation of loading plans and evaluation of the plans
for cost estimation.

2.1 Logistics of vertically shipped wall panels
Prefabricated exterior wall panels follow several logistical pro-
cesses from the factory to the site; they are produced at an offsite
facility, loaded onto trailers using shipping frames, transported
to the construction sites, and installed following the installation
plans on site (Shewchuk & Guo 2012). The authors conducted in-

terviews with project participants of market-leading companies
to understand two main factors that impact panel logistics: (i)
shipping frame types for loading and transporting the panels and
(ii) site conditions for unloading and installing the panels. For
these interviews, two project managers, three loading planners,
two stacking crews, and five installation crews were invited to par-
ticipate in the interviews (Table 1).

All the interviewees had experience with numerous projects
at the current and other companies that used prefabricated wall
panels. Thus, they were familiar with the logistics processes and
able to provide knowledgeable insights on what affects the logis-
tics of prefabricated panels. The next section describes the two
main factors impacting panel logistics identified from the inter-
views.

i Shipping frame types for loading and transporting of the
panels

Prefabricated exterior wall panels are often transported verti-
cally leaning against shipping frames especially when they have
sheathing layers and windows added to the panels. As this in-
creases not only the weight of each panel but also the risk of
breaking if loaded horizontally, project teams use vertical ship-
ping frames to ensure the stability of the panels (Lee et al. 2021a).
When shipping these vertical loads of panels, shipping frames
with various characteristics are used, as shown in Fig. 1. The main
characteristics are whether the frames are (i) filled with panels
from one side or both sides, (ii) loaded into one frame or multiple
divided frames, and (iii) detachable from trailers or not.

First, shipping frames can be located in the middle of the trailer
widthwise so the panels are loaded from both sides of the trailer
(Fig. 1a), or panels can be loaded from a single side of the frames
only as one side is closed due to the frame support (Fig. 1b). If pan-
els can be loaded and unloaded from both sides of the frame, the
choice of where to load panels following the installation sequence
will be extended, whereas panels can be loaded from only one side
in the latter case. This decision impacts the sequence in which
panels are loaded to and unloaded from trailers and, thus, reshuf-
fling effort, making it important for loading planners to generate
loading plans considering this characteristic of shipping frames.

The second characteristic of shipping frames is whether there
can be multiple shipping frames on a trailer. For example, there
can be one shipping frame on each trailer whose length is the
same as the trailer (Fig. 1a); whereas multiple frames together can
take up the entire trailer length (Fig. 1b). This characteristic may
impact the space utilization of the trailer, as evident in the figure.
For example, for the trailer shown in Fig. 1a, three to five panels
can be loaded on each layer of the trailer bed with no wasted space
in between the panels and layers except for the panels loaded on
the back of the trailer. On the other hand, for the trailer shown
in Fig. 1b, multiple shorter frames are placed on each trailer, with
each layer accommodating a fewer number of panels due to the
shorter length cap. As the main objective of transporting the pan-
els is to use the minimal number of trailers to reduce logistics
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Figure 1: Characteristics of vertical shipping frames.

costs (Martinez 2015), this characteristic impacts the trailer space
utilization and logistics costs. Moreover, loading most panels with
full support by other panel(s) limits the number of panels that
overhang, which reduces blocking and bracing costs. For exam-
ple, in Fig. 1a, except for the five overhanging panels at the back
of the trailer, the other panels’ areas are fully supported by inner
layer panel(s); whereas most of the panels are not fully supported
in Fig. 1b. As ensuring the stability of each panel is an important
logistical requirement (Kim et al. 2011), it is crucial that loading
planners consider this characteristic of shipping frames when de-
veloping loading plans and estimating logistics costs.

The last characteristic of shipping frames is whether frames
can be detached from trailers. For frames that are fixed to and
undetachable from trailers (Fig. 1a), trailers need to be parked for
the entire panel loading and unloading processes. Produced pan-
els are moved to the loading area at the factory and loaded one by
one onto a trailer parked in the loading area using a crane. Sim-
ilarly, at the construction site, delivered panels are unloaded one
by one from the trailer and installed. The wait time at the fac-
tory is as short as zero to a couple of days and as long as more
than a month if there is a need to wait for wall panels to be pro-
duced or there is a delay on site (i.e. detention). Similarly, when
a trailer arrives on site, the panels might not be unloaded right
away due to schedule delays, spatial conflicts, etc. (i.e. layover).
In such situations, transportation carriers charge detention and
layover fees. On the other hand, for the frames that are not fixed
to the trailers and can be detached for the panel loading and un-
loading processes (Fig. 1b), panels are moved to the loading area
but loaded directly onto the frames rather than onto trailers, and
loading crews secure the panels on each frame using braces and
blocks. Then the frames with panels are loaded onto trailers, and
the frames are secured with braces. Upon arrival at the site, in-
stallation crews unload the frames with panels on them down to
the ground, and the trailer can depart right away, which avoids
any detention and layover fees. As this characteristic may impact
the panel logistics costs in terms of detention and layover fees for
fixed frames and additional bracing costs for detachable frames, it
is important that loading planners consider this when generating
plans.

ii Site conditions for unloading and installing the panels
Another factor impacting panel logistics is project site condi-
tions, such as onsite laydown space availability. Every construc-
tion project occurs in a different setting: a different location, a
different neighborhood, and hence, different site conditions. Some
projects can accommodate some panel reshuffling work if the
panels are out of sequence, whereas other projects simply can-
not accommodate any panel reshuffling work due to the limited
onsite space availability, such as when the project site is located
right next to a busy road.

The authors learned from the interviews with three logis-
tics planners that when generating loading plans and estimat-
ing how much panel reshuffling work will be required for in-
stallation crews, the planners assume that there will be unlim-
ited space on site to store panels temporarily. This is mainly be-
cause it is often difficult to incorporate the important site- or
project-specific information into the logistics plans, such as the
number of available laydown spaces (i.e. the number of available
spaces to temporarily put down panels that are out of installation
sequence) or the number of panels for each laydown space (i.e.
the number of panels that can be stored temporarily in each of
these available spaces). Figure 2 shows an example; in this exam-
ple, it is assumed that there is unlimited laydown space on site
to lay down two panels each temporarily and that unnumbered
panels in the figure are loaded following the installation sequence
and will not incur any reshuffling effort. Panel 1 is the first one
needed at the site; as panels 3 and 4 are blocking panels 2 and 6
which need to be removed first to get panel 1, they are moved to
laydown space, making the total reshuffling effort 2 (Fig. 2a). As
the laydown space is assumed to be unlimited, they can be stored
separately in a manner that they do not touch each other. As pan-
els 2 and 5 are still blocking panel 6 which is blocking panel 1, they
are moved to the laydown space as well, making the total reshuf-
fling effort 4 (Fig. 2b). Panel 6 can be now moved to the laydown
space (Fig. 2c). Now panels can be moved to the installation area
following the exact installation sequence from panel 1 to panel 7
(Fig. 2d).

However, it is rare that there is unlimited laydown space on site
in reality; there are often limited spaces to put down a few panels
that are out of installation sequence, making the actual reshuf-
fling effort different from the reshuffling effort computed dur-
ing the loading plan generation if site conditions are considered.
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Figure 2: Example of computing reshuffling effort with unlimited laydown space.

Therefore, planners need to consider site laydown space availabil-
ity when generating logistics plans.

2.2 Literature review
i Logistics management for prefabricated components
In general, logistics management is defined as planning, imple-
menting, and controlling of the physical flow of materials and fin-
ished goods from the point of origin to the point of use to meet
customer requirements at a profit (Kotler & Keller 2006). In the
context of prefabricated construction components, logistics man-
agement can be defined as management activities that ensure the
supply of prefabricated components required for the project to
be delivered to the correct location with correct amount (Liu et
al. 2019). To be more specific, the management activities includes
the coordination of the delivery (Lee et al. 2019), planning loading

and unloading operations (Lee et al. 2021a), planning storage and
handling of materials (Tommelein & Zouein 1993), and making
decisions in situations that involves conflicts (Akinci et al. 1998).
To achieve a smooth project delivery, logistics management must
consider the need to pull the production and supply of compo-
nents to the construction site from the assembly process to reduce
non-value adding activities. At the same time, logistics operations
such as transportation must be efficient and reliable, especially
when the distance between the factory and construction site is
long (Skjelbred et al. 2015; Bortolini et al. 2019).

Increasing the efficiency of distributing prefabricated compo-
nents has been one of the determinants of project success for pre-
fabricated construction (Feng et al. 2015). Prefabricated construc-
tion projects typically consist of various activities such as off-site
fabrication, delivery of components, the loading and unloading of
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them, identification of a location to store them, and handling and
installation, which involve several stakeholders in each process
and thus require enhanced coordination among multiple stake-
holders in different phases (Bortolini et al. 2019).

To enhance the coordination, several researchers have identi-
fied that efficient information exchanges among project teams are
critical (Čuš-Babič et al. 2014). Bataglin et al. (2017) studied how
building information modeling (BIM) helps project teams plan
and control the logistics operations for engineer-to-order com-
ponents, specifically from the design and fabrication phases to
transportation and site assembly. In addition, Bortolini et al. (2019)
conducted a similar study in which they proposed a logistics plan-
ning and control model. They used case studies to determine that
the model adopting lean and BIM concepts reduced the shipping
cost and the lead time, increased the reliability of delivery, and
improved the productivity of site assembly.

Many researchers have developed methodologies to increase
the efficiency of supply for prefabricated components by consider-
ing the coordinated logistics processes. Hsu et al. (2018) developed
a two-stage stochastic programming model to optimize compre-
hensive logistics processes, such as manufacturing, storage, and
assembly. In addition, Fang and Ng (2019) proposed a methodol-
ogy to derive logistics plans that include the components pro-
duction, supply, and consumption based on activity-based cost-
ing approach. To minimize the storage and transportation costs,
Chen et al. (2017) formalized a mathematical model that generates
and evaluates production, storage, and transportation schedules
of precast concrete.

Several researchers have focused on installation sequences and
site layout planning to enhance the logistics processes for pre-
fabricated construction projects. Wang et al. (2018) developed an
optimization method for assembly sequence of precast concrete
buildings to reduce assembly time and costs and improve as-
sembly quality based on the genetic algorithm (GA) and BIM.
Shewchuk and Guo (2012) specifically focused on prefabricated
wall panels to enhance logistics processes. They developed a
methodology to find the laydown locations for the wall panels
considering the laydown space availability and the installation se-
quences (i.e. reshuffling efforts). In addition, Zhang and Yu (2021)
developed a method that identifies site layout plans to reduce
the project duration for prefabricated construction by enhanc-
ing coordination among the transportation, layout, and installa-
tion of the components. Lu and Zhu (2021) also proposed a multi-
objective optimization model for site layout plans based on the
GA to minimize safety risks and transportation costs for the pre-
fabricate construction. Although these studies support the devel-
opment of logistics plans based on coordinated logistics processes
for prefabricated construction projects, they have limited capabil-
ity to generate loading plans required for the transportation.

ii Generation and evaluation of loading plans
This section discusses the existing studies related to the trans-
portation plans for prefabricated components focusing on the
generation and evaluation of loading plans. Typically, many of the
interviewees noted that logistics plans, loading plans, and trans-
portation plans are the terms that are interchangeably used in
practice. The three terms all refer to plans that have details and
requirements for logistical processes (i.e. packing, loading, trans-
porting, unloading, and installing) of prefabricated components.
As these plans capsulate important piece of information, lack of
the methodology to support informed and timely decision making
on the plans can adversely impact the logistics processes such as
having an excessive number of trailers used to ship components,

high wasted movements to reshuffle panels on site that are out of
sequence, and low stability of each component (Lee et al. 2021a).

There have been efforts to improve the quality of these plans.
Zhang and Yu (2020) developed a dynamic transportation plan-
ning methodology that interactively considers transportation
means (e.g. trucks, rails, and ships), routes, and schedules to adopt
the just-in-time strategy based on a particle swarm optimization
model. However, this study cannot represent the capacities of the
transportation means, and thus, it has a limitation in considering
loading plans.

Several algorithms and methodologies for logistics planning
and loading plans have been studied in other research domains.
For example, Martinez (2015) developed one heuristic and one
mathematical model algorithm for loading pallets onto trucks
efficiently in a manner that the number of trucks required to
transport the pallets is reduced. Delgoshaei et al. (2021) inves-
tigated utilizing a multi-objective mathematical programming
model to solve the optimization problem for distributing and sell-
ing fashion goods with maximized profit and minimized deliver-
ing time and customers’ dissatisfaction. Researchers also stud-
ied container loading problem (Scheithauer 1992; Wei-ying et al.
2005; Wan et al. 2009). For example, Alonso et al. (2020) pro-
posed an algorithm to produce solutions for highly constrained
and large-scale multicontainer loading problem. Methodologies
and algorithms to optimize the travel distance for reducing
the cost was considered critical for logistics planning. For in-
stance, Pokhrel et al. (2021) conducted a research on under-
standing transportation costs for manufacturing wood–plastic
composites by proposing a methodology that used ArcGIS and
Origin–Destination cost matrix to find the least-cost pathways.
A similar study focus on material transferring costs was con-
ducted by Delgoshaei et al. (2016) through reviewing 95 domi-
nant researches to analyze the methods to minimize material
transferring costs. Researchers also found it is important to con-
sider the mechanical properties and stack stabilities of the trans-
ported items to avoid damage. In regard to avoiding breaks and
attrition of wood pellets during transportation, Gilvari et al. (2021)
investigated the impact of the design of transportation systems
on physical properties of wood pellets at multiple locations to in-
form a more dedicated designed transportation plan. Although
the proposed algorithms improved the practices of loading pallets
or containers more space efficiently considering logistical require-
ments such as weight or stability, their algorithms do not consider
reshuffling effort, shipping frames, or site conditions for the load-
ing planning.

For prefabricated construction, Yi et al. (2020) proposed an op-
timization methodology for the transportation schedules of pre-
fabricated products to minimize the number of trucks and in-
ventory holding costs. As this methodology only considers the
weight and volume capacity of trucks when loading the prefab-
ricated components, it has a limited capability of evaluating sta-
bility and reshuffling efforts for the products loaded on the trucks.
Almashaqbeh and El-Rayes (2021) formalized a methodology that
generates loading plans and identifies transportation schedules to
minimize the total transportation and storage costs for prefabri-
cated modules. This methodology provides information about the
locations and orientations of modules on the assigned truck con-
sidering the stability of loading plans. However, the methodology
has a limitation in accounting for the installation sequences of
prefabricated modules for each truck.

Focusing on loading plans for prefabricated wall panels, Lee
et al. (2021b) defined two metrics to consider reshuffling effort
and panel stability for loading plan generation. First, the metric
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Table 2: Summary of existing studies on loading plans for prefabricated components.

Consideration
Shewchuk and Guo

(2012)
Yi et al.
(2020)

Almashaqbeh and
El-Rayes (2021)

Lee et al.
(2021a)

This
study

Number of trailers X O O O O
Reshuffling effort O X X O O

Stability X X O O O
Shipping frame One / two One One One Both Both

Divisibility X X X X O
Detachability X X X X O

Laydown space availability O X X X O
Logistics cost estimation X O O X O

Scope Wall panels All prefabricated
components

All prefabricated
components

Wall panels Wall
panels

‘reshuffling effort’ is defined as the total number of movements
minus the optimal number of movements and measures the num-
ber of installation crews’ wasted movements when installing a
stack due to reshuffling. The metric ‘panel stability’ for the i-th
panel in vertical stacks is defined as the ratio between the over-
lapping area of the inner panel(s) and the i-th panel and the area
of the i-th panel. This metric panel stability is useful when mea-
suring the stability of each panel.

Lee et al. (2021a) proposed a methodology that generates load-
ing plans to minimize the number of trailers, reshuffling ef-
fort, and panel stability. These objectives are critical for re-
ducing the logistics costs. First, the number of trailers has a
great cost impact on the logistics. In addition, installation crews
prefer to install the panels without having to reshuffle them,
which incurs additional labor time and ergonomic risk. Simi-
larly, panels should be stacked on trailers as stably as possi-
ble to reduce the use of braces and blocks, labor time required
to add them, and possible damage to panels during transporta-
tion. However, this methodology has a limitation in adjusting
reshuffling efforts among multiple stacks (i.e. divided multiple
frames) within the same trailer. In addition, as it uses only the
first fit algorithm, which is more suitable for two-sided frames,
it provides limited functionality when considering both one- and
two-sided frames.

Once loading plans have been generated considering these ob-
jectives, project participants should be able to evaluate the cost
items of the loading plans and estimate logistics costs considering
the objectives and logistical factors. Although the existing eval-
uation method can estimate the number of trailers required, the
number of unstable panels that require bracing, and total number
of reshuffling movements (Lee et al. 2021a), it has a few limitations.
First, for the total number of reshuffling movements, the existing
methodology measures reshuffling effort assuming that there are
sufficient laydown spaces to move panels from the trailers with-
out any overlaps among the panels. As construction sites vary
in terms of their laydown spaces, the planners need to consider
the reshuffling efforts depending on site conditions (i.e. laydown
space availability). However, the existing methodology cannot ac-
count for laydown space availability to evaluate the reshuffling ef-
forts. In addition, as both detachable and non-detachable frames
can be used for the trailers, which affect logistics costs in different
ways, the explicit representation for this characteristic of frames
is required for the accurate estimation of logistics costs. However,
the existing method cannot formally represent this characteristic
of frames. Table 2 summarizes the capabilities and limitations of
existing studies and the proposed methodology.

3 Research Method
Based on the findings from literature review and interviews with
project participants on the current state and problems of the
panel logistics, the authors first developed a methodology to gen-
erate loading plans using both first fit and next fit algorithms con-
sidering two main factors impacting panel logistics: (i) shipping
frame types for loading and transporting the panels and (ii) site
conditions for unloading and installing the panels (Section 4.1).
The main extension from the existing study is addressing of two
logistical requirements: (i) consideration of different vertical ship-
ping frames and (ii) consideration of site conditions, in addition to
the three objectives (the number of trailers used to ship panels,
reshuffling effort, and stability).

The authors then developed a methodology to evaluate
the cost items of the loading plans and estimate logistics
costs (Section 4.2). Items for estimating logistics costs for
each process were chosen based on the interviews with the
project participants, especially logistics team. Using the user
inputs and inputs from the generated loading plans, the cost-
estimation methodology rapidly computes the costs of each lo-
gistical process based on the formulae developed based on the
interviews.

Finally, the authors conducted a case study to compare the
variations in logistics costs according to shipping frame types and
site conditions to discuss the usefulness of the methodology. The
case project was a residential building in Edgewood, Washington,
that had been recently completed by a market-leading logistics
and building company. The authors participated in gathering data
and providing an in-depth analysis of the logistical processes of
prefabricated wall panels in the span of three months, and data
on a total of 153 panels on the third floor of the building were
collected.

For the case study, the authors generated and evaluated the
loading plans to estimate the logistics costs for adopting different
vertical frames and understand how the different characteristics
of the frames as well as onsite laydown space availability affect
the logistics costs. For this, the authors used the following crite-
ria to validate the methodology: (i) its ability to generate loading
plans (Section 5.1) and estimate the logistics costs by considering
different shipping frame types (Section 5.2) and (ii) its ability to re-
arrange the location of panels to generate better loading plans in
terms of reshuffling effort considering the site conditions (Section
5.3), and (3) its ability to integrate next fit and first fit algorithms
to generate loading plans and pick the loading plan as the final
loading plan that offers the best performance for reshuffling ef-
fort (Section 5.4). Figure 3 shows each research method described
in the next sections.
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Figure 3: Flowchart of the research method followed in this study.

Figure 4: Example of loading panels on both sides or one side of vertical frames.

4 Proposed Methodology
This section presents the methodology to rapidly generate load-
ing plans for vertically shipped panels and estimate logistics costs
comprehensively considering logistical factors to support project
participants with a cost-efficient logistics planning.

4.1 Loading plan generation
Extending the existing method, proposed in Lee et al. (2021a), the
methodology should be able to generate loading plans for differ-
ent types of vertical shipping frames. As previously discussed, the
main characteristics for different shipping frames are whether
the frames are (i) filled with panels from one side or both sides,
(ii) divided into multiple frames, and (iii) detachable from trail-
ers (Fig. 1). First, the methodology flexibly considers both one-
and two-sided frames and generates loading plans for both. When
shipping wall panels, practitioners use both one- and two-sided
frames; thus, loading plans should be generated for both frame
types, but the existing methodology could generate loading plans
for two-sided frames. For the proposed methodology, the authors
added a module in which the methodology loads panels by switch-
ing turns on the sides of the frame for two-sided frames (Fig. 4a)
or from the innermost layer (i.e. closest layer from the frame) to
the outermost layer for one-sided frames (Fig. 4b).

The second extension about shipping frame is accommodating
vertical shipping frames with different lengths, which results in a
different number of shipping frames on each trailer, overcoming
the limitation of the previously proposed methodology that could
generate loading plans for a single frame located in the middle
of the trailer only. In the existing study, the researchers adopted
first fit as the basis, which attempts to pack each item into the
first bin within which it fits, and only when it does not fit into any
currently open bin does the process open a new bin (Dósa & Sgall
2013; Fig. 5b). As the last panels to install should be loaded in the
inner layers and the first ones to install should be in the outer
layers, this characteristic of the first fit algorithm was useful in
considering reshuffling effort in the methodology for A-frames.
However, for shorter multiple frames, bins (i.e. layers) typically
consist of one or two – and rarely three – panels due to the shorter
length limit of each layer (Fig. 5c and d). Therefore, searching for
an empty space from the outermost open layer may sometimes
require less effort to unload a panel.

In this study, the authors use two heuristics, first fit and next
fit (i.e. attempts to pack each item into the last bin within which
it fits and, only when it does not fit into any currently open bin,
is a new bin opened), to accommodate these different numbers of
frames on each trailer and comprehensively determine a location
of each panel that requires less reshuffling effort. For example, the
methodology tries inserting panels using first fit, as in Fig. 6a, for
each panel; it first looks at the innermost layer (layer 0), moves to
the outer layers to find the location into which to insert the panel
(layer 5 in this case), and continues the process for other panels
(Fig. 6b). The methodology then tries generating a loading plan
again using next fit this time; it looks at the outermost layer that is
open (layer 10) (Fig. 6c), moves to the inner layers to find the layer
into which to insert the panel (layer 8 in this case; Fig. 6d), and con-
tinues for other panels. Heuristics are used for this methodology
because the bin packing problem has an NP-hard computational
complexity (i.e. non-deterministic polynomial-time hardness with
the running time of first fit and next fit known to be O(n log n)
(Dósa 2007; Ghasemi & Razzazi 2017).

One major extension from the existing methodology is that it
looks at other loads on the same trailer. For example, once the
search using first fit or next fit has been completed in the last
load (i.e. load C in Fig. 5c and d) for the panel to be inserted, the
methodology looks at load B and then A giving the panel more
choices, whereas the previous methodology only looked at the cur-
rent load without providing an option to look at the other loads on
the trailer.

Once the methodology generates two loading plans for each
trailer, once using first fit and again using next fit, it selects
the plan that requires less reshuffling effort for each trailer. The
reshuffling effort is used to evaluate the performance of each al-
gorithm because it is a stricter constraint (i.e. cannot be relaxed)
than the panel stability (Lee et al. 2021a).

Finally, the methodology is capable of generating loading plans
for both detachable frames and fixed frames, which results in dif-
ferent costs to load and unload panels due to different needs of
trailers having to stay at the factory or site. The impact of this
characteristic on logistics costs is described in detail in the next
section.

Another factor incorporated into the methodology that impacts
the panel logistics is site conditions. As the existence of laydown
space(s) to put down panels temporarily during the installation
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Figure 5: Example of loading panels using a single frame or multiple frames.

Figure 6: The layer into which to insert a panel in the first fit algorithm and the next fit algorithm. (a) First fit looks from layer 0 to find the layer into
which to insert the panel; (b) panel is inserted in layer 5; (c) next fit looks from layer 10 to find the layer into which to insert the panel; and (d) panel is
inserted in layer 8.

process may affect the reshuffling effort, as illustrated in Fig. 2, the
methodology must consider the laydown space availability when
determining the location of each panel on the frame and generat-
ing loading plans. The methodology follows four steps to generate
loading plans considering this factor: (i) generating loading plans
whose reshuffling effort does not exceed the cutoff using the first
fit and next fit algorithms, (ii) identifying panels that contribute
to the reshuffling effort, (iii) rearranging those panels to reduce
the reshuffling effort, and (iv) generating loading plans with up-

dated panel locations and reshuffling effort. An example of these
processes is shown in Fig. 7.

Previously, reshuffling effort was computed as 5 for the load
shown in Fig. 2 with an assumption that there is unlimited lay-
down space available. To find a better loading plan, the methodol-
ogy identifies panels contributing to the reshuffling effort, which
include panels 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 in Fig. 2. Then it rearranges
them considering factors such as panel stability and frame length
limits and computes the reshuffling effort for each case. When
it finds the arrangement that requires the minimum reshuffling
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Figure 7: Example of laydown space availability impacting reshuffling effort with updated loading plan from Fig. 2.

effort, the loop to rearrange the panels stops. In this example,
this process resulted in the load shown in Fig. 7a, with the loca-
tions of panels 7 and 1 moved to the outermost layer. As shown
in Fig. 7, the updated loading plan now requires three reshuffling
movements, whereas it was five when the laydown space was
not considered during the loading plan generation process and
no methodology was available to find better panel locations. For
example, panel 1 is the first one needed at the site and moved
for installation; panel 7 is moved to laydown space, making the
total reshuffling effort 1 (Fig. 7a). As panels 3 and 4 are blocking
panel 2, they are moved to the laydown space as well, making the
total reshuffling effort 3 (Fig. 7b). Then panels 2, 3, 4, and 5, all
of which can be accessed without any panels blocking them, are
moved for installation consecutively (Fig. 7c), and panels 6 and 7
follow, making the total reshuffling effort 3 (Fig. 7d).

Considering these two main factors impacting panel logistics
(shipping frame types and site conditions), the methodology vir-
tually loads all panels onto trailers while considering the impor-
tant objectives (i.e. using a minimal number of trailers, reduc-
ing reshuffling effort, and ensuring panel stability) of the logis-
tics processes of prefabricated wall panels. Figure 8 shows the
user input window of the prototype, and Fig. 9 shows the ex-
ample loading plans generated. In Fig. 8, users enter trailer and
frame dimension limits and cutoffs. Panel information is en-
tered in the form of a csv file which contains panel dimensions
(i.e. width, length, height, weight of the panels, and whether the
panel has a window). The prototype runs following the mech-
anisms of the extended methodology by taking inputs from
users and generating outputs (i.e. loading plans) considering lo-
gistical factors based on the algorithms adopted. As discussed
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Figure 8: User input window of the extended methodology to generate loading plans.

Figure 9: The main output of extended methodology to generate loading plans.

earlier in this section, the proposed methodology follows the
extended mechanisms to consider comprehensive frame types
and site conditions based on the steps specified for the com-
putation of reshuffling effort or unstable panels in Lee et al.
(2021a).

In Fig. 9, the front of the trailer is shown to the left of each
loading plan, and the dark boxes indicate the frames. The user
can easily check that the reshuffling effort for each loading plan
is 2, 0, and 2, panel stability applied throughout the loads is 49%,

and the total number of unstable panels with a panel stability
lower than the threshold (i.e. 75% in this case) is 7.

4.2 Evaluation of loading plans and logistics cost
estimation

Different cost items are required for different types of shipping
frames (e.g. single vs. multiple and detachable vs. fixed; Table 3).
For example, panel loading time (i.e. time to load each of the pan-
els onto a detachable frame), frame loading time (i.e. time to load
each of the detachable frames onto the trailer, which is not needed
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Table 3: User inputs for logistic cost estimation methodology.

Process Cost items Input sources

Overall � # of panels Loading plans
� # of trailers Loading plans
� # of frames Loading plans

Panel loading � Panel loading time / panel (hour) User input
� Frame loading time / frame (hour) User input
� Bracing time / frame (hour) User input
� Total # of unstable panels Loading plans
� Additional bracing time / panel (hour) User input
� # of detention days / trailer User input
� Detention fee $ / day User input
� $ / hour of a forklift (equipment and operator) User input
� # of loading crews User input
� $ / hour of a loading crew User input

Transportation � Trailer rental fee $ / trailer (trailer and driver) User input
� Single trailer fuel charge $ / km User input
� Distance between factory and site (km) User input

Panel installation � Frame unloading time / frame (hour) User input
� # of installation crews User input
� Total # of reshuffling movements Loading plans
� Reshuffling time / movement (hour) User input
� $ / hour of a forklift (equipment and operator) User input
� $ / hour of an installation crew User input
� # of layover days / trailer User input
� Layover fee $ / day User input

for frames that are fixed to trailers), bracing time for each frame
(i.e. time to add default braces for ensure stability during transit),
number of unstable panels, additional bracing time for unstable
panels (i.e. time to add additional blocks and braces for stabil-
ity improvement), number of detention days for each trailer with
fixed frames, daily detention fee, hourly rate of operating a fork-
lift to load detachable frames onto a trailer, number of loading
crews, and their hourly wage are used to estimate the panel load-
ing process cost. Three inputs used across all processes are the
number of panels, trailers, and frames; for the case of full-length
frames, the number of frames is the same as the number of trail-
ers, whereas in the case of trailers with multiple frames, there can
be more frames than the number of trailers.

The two inputs ‘total number of unstable panels’ and ‘total
number of panels that require reshuffling’ are entered based on
the generated loading plans, as discussed in Section 4.1. First, the
total number of unstable panels is used to estimate the cost for
additional bracing work, as the number of unstable panels pro-
vides information on how many panels require additional bracing
work. The authors learned from interviews with the installation
team that each unstable panel requires a piece of lumber added
to the panels to ensure stability. As the number of lumber pieces
required is proportionate to the number of unstable panels, the
number of unstable panels extracted from the loading plans can
be directly used to estimate the cost of bracing work.

The methodology to generate loading plans considers laydown
space availability, which may impact the cost-related items. For
example, when the methodology identifies panels involved in
causing reshuffling work and rearranges them in a manner to re-
quire minimum reshuffling effort, as shown in Fig. 7, it may in-
crease the number of trailers due to the different panel arrange-
ments, leading to higher logistics costs. Similarly, changing the
panel arrangement on each trailer may also affect the total num-
ber of unstable panels, which leads to additional or lower costs
for bracing work. As this example describes, the laydown space

availability impacts several aspects of loading plan evaluation as
well as logistics cost estimation. However, with the current ad
hoc based practice for generating and evaluating loading plans,
it is difficult for project participants to understand how different
inputs of loading plans would impact the logistics costs differ-
ently. Therefore, the cost-estimation methodology should be able
to compare logistics costs of different scenarios varying the logis-
tical inputs.

Using the user inputs as well as inputs from the generated load-
ing plans, the cost-estimation methodology rapidly computes the
costs of each logistical process based on the formulae shown in
Table 4, which were developed based on the interviews with the
logistics team. In the analysis, the processes that occur for any
type of shipping frames were not included as the purpose of the
methodology is to compare the estimated logistics costs of dif-
ferent frame types. For example, as the installation of panels oc-
curs in panel logistics using any frame types, the labor cost for in-
stalling the panels was not considered. To automate the loading
plan evaluation and cost estimation, the authors developed the
prototype; it was implemented in Microsoft Visual Studio Code’s
Python environment, and the system configuration was a 64-bit
macOS with a minimum 2.7 GHz Intel Core i5 processor.

5 Case Studies
For the case studies, the authors applied the methodology retro-
spectively to a building project that used prefabricated exterior
wall panels vertically transported using trailers with both-sided,
non-dividable, and non-detachable frames. The case studies were
threefold. First, the authors generated and evaluated the loading
plans to estimate the logistics costs for adopting different verti-
cal frames and understand how the different characteristics of
the frames as well as onsite laydown space availability affect the
logistics costs. The authors then validated how the methodol-
ogy rearranges the location of panels to generate better loading
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Table 4: Formulae used to calculate costs for each process of panel logistics.

Process Formulae

Panel loading [{(Panel loading time / panel × # of panels) + (Frame loading time / frame
+ Bracing time / frame) × # of frames + (Total # of unstable panels ×
Additional bracing time / panel)} × # of loading crews × $ / hour of a
loading crew] + (Frame loading time / frame × # of frames × $ / hour of a
forklift) + (# of detention days / trailer × Detention fee $ / day × # of trailers)

Transportation (Trailer rental fee $ / trailer + Single trailer fuel charge $ / km × Distance
between factory and site) × # of trailers

Panel installation (Frame unloading time / frame × # of frames × # of installation crews ×
$ / hour of an installation crew) + (Frame unloading time / frame × # of
frames × $ / hour of a forklift) + (# of layover days / trailer × Layover fee $ / day × # of trailers) + (Total # of
reshuffling movements × Reshuffling time / movement × # of installation crews × $ / hour of an installation
crew)

Table 5: Frame characteristics for three case study scenarios.

Frame characteristics Scenario #1 Scenario #2 Scenario #3

(1) Filled with panels from one side or both sides Both sides One side Both sides
(2) Divided into multiple frames Divided (2) Divided (3) Not divided (1)
(3) Detachable from trailers Detachable Detachable Attached

Table 6: Results of the loading plans for the three scenarios (#1, #2, and #3).

Trailer 1 Trailer 2 Trailer 3 Trailer 4

#1 #2 #3 #1 #2 #3 #1 #2 #3 #1 #2 #3

# of panels / trailer 44 42 44 46 39 41 42 43 45 21 29 23
# of panels / frame 20/24 14/15/13 25/21 14/13/12 23/19 14/14/15 21 13/16
Reshuffling effort 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Min. panel stability (%) 52 41 100 52 41 100 52 41 100 52 41 100
# of unstable panels 4 2 0 6 7 0 3 7 0 2 5 0
Computation time (s) 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

plans in terms of reshuffling effort considering the site conditions
(e.g. identify panels contributing to the reshuffling effort and rear-
range them to reduce the reshuffling effort). Finally, the authors
validated how the methodology generates loading plans with a
comprehensive use of first fit and next fit algorithms. The results
of the case study are described below.

5.1 Loading plan generation based on variations
in shipping frame types and site conditions

For this case study, the authors used specific inputs to compare
three scenarios with different frame characteristics (Table 5).

Table 6 shows the results of loading plans generated for these
scenarios: the number of panels loaded on each trailer, number
of panels on each frame, reshuffling effort, minimum panel sta-
bility on each trailer, number of unstable panels, and computa-
tion time. The generated loading plans are shown in Figs 10–12.
Figure 10 shows top-view loading plans for scenario #1 with both-
sided, divided (two), and detachable frames in the middle of the
trailer. The left of the plans are trailer heads. The plans show
that no reshuffling effort was required for any of the panels, 52%
minimum panel stability was achieved, and there were 13 panels
whose panel stability is lower than 75%. Similarly, Fig. 11 shows
top-view loading plans for scenario #2 with single-sided, divided
(three), and detachable frames in the middle of the trailer. The
panels required no reshuffling effort, had 41% minimum panel
stability, and there were 21 panels whose panel stability is lower

than 75%. Finally, Fig. 12 shows loading plans for scenario #3 with
both-sided, not divided (one long frame), and undetachable frame
in the middle of the trailer. In this scenario, no reshuffling effort
was required, all panels had 100% minimum panel stability, and
there were 0 panels whose panel stability is lower than 75%.

First, for the number of trailers required to ship the panels,
the three scenarios showed the same performance: All required
four trailers. Trailers with both-sided frames (scenarios #1 and
#3) were able to load a couple more panels than the trailers
with single-sided frames (scenario #2); consequently, fewer pan-
els were loaded on the last trailers. The reshuffling efforts for
the example results are those when the authors applied 0 for
reshuffling effort cutoff. Therefore, the methodology generated
loading plans with no panel out of installation sequences for all
scenarios. The users can apply different reshuffling effort cut-
offs, which often result in different reshuffling efforts, stabili-
ties, and numbers of trailers. For panel stability, the difference
in the panel configuration resulted in a big difference. The au-
thors initially set the cutoff of 100% for all scenarios. Although
the methodology was able to generate loading plans for scenario
#3 with panel stability of 100%, for scenarios #1 and #2 with
shorter frames (divided), it had to go through cycles to adjust the
panel stability to prevent it from violating the objective of not
increasing the number of trailers and readjusted the panel sta-
bility with a minimum stability of 52 and 41%, respectively. Ac-
cordingly, the number of unstable panels increased and, there-
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Figure 10: Loading plans for scenario #1 with both-sided, divided (two), and detachable frames: No reshuffling effort, 52% minimum panel stability,
and 13 panels whose panel stability is lower than 75%.

fore, the two scenarios required more braces and blocks to se-
cure the unstable panels and address the lower panel stability.
The computation time (i.e. time to generate loading plans using
the methodology) was the same in all cases as the same number
of trailers were used and same number of panels were loaded.
This result proves that the methodology was able to generate
loading plans by comprehensively considering the loading frame
characteristics.

5.2 Estimation of logistics costs
To understand how different characteristics of frames impact lo-
gistics costs, estimating logistics costs is imperative. For the logis-
tics cost estimation, the authors collected inputs from interviews
with project participants (Table 7).

Using these inputs, the methodology rapidly estimated the lo-
gistics costs (e.g. costs for panel loading, transportation, and panel
installation) of each frame type for the different reshuffling effort
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Figure 11: Loading plans for scenario #2 with single-sided, divided (three), and detachable frames: No reshuffling effort, 41% minimum panel stability,
and 21 panels whose panel stability is lower than 75%.

cutoffs from 0 to 10. The authors identified loading plans with the
lowest logistics cost for each frame type (Table 8).

The results showed that the logistics costs vary depending on
the frame characteristics. Scenarios #1 and #2, where the frames
are detachable, do not require trailers to stay at the factory or the
site for panel unloading and loading processes, resulting in lower
layover and detention costs than in scenario #3. However, detach-
able frames require additional forklifting work at the factory and
the site as the panels and frames need to be loaded and unloaded
together. The methodology considered all these different factors
and computed the panel loading and panel installation costs, with
scenario #3 showing the highest cost.

Meanwhile, the divided frames of scenarios #1 and #2 restrict
the space of each trailer that can be used to load panels, resulting
in the need for one more trailer than scenario #3 to ship the same
number of panels. Thus, the transportation cost was much higher
for the two scenarios. The number of reshuffling movements and
unstable panels varied as well in each scenario, leading to differ-

ent panel installation costs and panel loading costs, respectively,
as reshuffling movement impacts the labor cost for panel instal-
lation and unstable panels require more bracing work, thereby af-
fecting the labor costs for panel loading. As demonstrated, the lo-
gistics costs are greatly impacted by frame types; thus, consider-
ing them when estimating costs is important for determining the
most economical frame option to ship panels.

To understand how the cost items impact logistics costs in
depth, the authors ran the cost-estimation methodology for two
cases: one with a shorter distance between the factory and the
site for all three scenarios and the other with fewer detention and
layover days for scenario #3 (frame attached to trailer). The re-
sults are shown in Table 9. The results show that changes to cost
items affect the three scenarios differently in terms of logistics
costs. For example, if the cost items that are affected by the num-
ber of required trailers change (i.e. if the distance between the
factory and the site is shorter), then the costs for scenarios #1
and #2 are reduced more than those of scenario #3 because the
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Figure 12: Loading plans for scenario #3 with both-sided, not divided (one), and undetachable frame: No reshuffling effort, 100% minimum panel
stability, and 0 panels whose panel stability is lower than 75%.

former two scenarios require four trailers whereas the latter one
requires only three. Similarly, if the execution of the installation
goes smoothly as planned and, thus, the project requires fewer de-
tention and layover days, the cost for scenario #3 is much lower as
the trailers do not need to stay longer at the factory and the site,
making scenario #3 the most cost efficient. As shown in these ex-
amples, this analysis confirms that values for the cost items vary
by project. Therefore, it is important to allow project participants
to compare the logistics costs of different shipping frame types in
advance.

Finally, it takes about 1 minute to enter the inputs and esti-
mate the logistics costs using the cost-estimation methodology,

whereas it typically takes ∼4 hours to do so using the conven-
tional method.

5.3 Consideration of site conditions to reduce
reshuffling effort for loading plan generation

The authors validated how the methodology rearranges the loca-
tion of panels to generate better loading plans in terms of reshuf-
fling effort considering the site conditions (e.g. identify panels that
are involved in causing reshuffling effort and rearrange them to
reduce reshuffling effort). Users can flexibly determine the num-
ber of laydown spaces and the number of panels for each laydown
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Table 7: Inputs used for the logistics cost estimation.

Process Cost items Scenario #1 Scenario #2 Scenario #3

Overall � # of panels 153 153 153
� # of trailers Computed by methodology
� # of frames Computed by methodology

Panel loading � Panel loading time / panel (hour) 0.07 0.07 0.07
� Frame loading time / frame (hour) 0.24 0.17 N/A
� Bracing time / frame (hour) 0.37 0.25 0.75
� Total # of unstable panels Computed by methodology
� Additional bracing time / panel (hour) 0.16 0.16 0.16
� # of detention days / trailer 0 0 6
� Detention fee $ / day 100 100 100
� $ / hour of a forklift (equipment and operator) 50 50 50
� # of loading crews 6 6 6
� $ / hour of a loading crew 45 45 45

Transportation � Trailer rental fee $ / trailer (trailer and driver) 3206 3206 3206
� Single trailer fuel charge $ / km 2.17 2.17 2.17
� Distance between factory and site (km) 2301 2301 2301

Panel installation � Frame unloading time / frame (hour) 0.24 0.17 N/A
� # of installation crews 4 4 4
� Total # of reshuffling movements Computed by methodology
� Reshuffling time / movement (hour) 0.13 0.13 0.13
� $ / hour of a forklift (equipment and operator) 50 50 50
� $ / hour of an installation crew 50 50 50
� # of layover days / trailer 0 0 3
� Layover fee $ / day 8000 800 800

Table 8: Estimated minimum costs for the three scenarios with different frames.

Input / Process Scenario #1 Scenario #2 Scenario #3

Reshuffling effort cutoff 2 1 7
Total # of reshuffling movements 4 0 8
Total # of unstable panels 10 16 4
Total # of laydown spaces 3 3 3
Total # of panels / laydown space 2 2 2
Total # of trailers 4 4 3
Total # of frames 7 11 3
Panel loading $4561 $4912 $5472
Transportation $32797 $32797 $24598
Panel installation $524 $458 $7408
Total $37881 $38167 $37478

Table 9: Logistics costs estimated for three scenarios with different inputs.

Scenario #1 #2 #3 Lowest–highest

Base case shown in Table 7 $37881 $38167 $37478 #3–#1–#2
Distance ↓ for all scenarios to 1150 km $27891 $28176 $29985 #1–#2–#3
Detention and layover days for scenario #3 to 2 $37362 $38167 $33878 #3–#1–#2

space. Figures 13 and 14 show example loading plans; a single-
sided, not divided, and attached frame was used for Fig. 13 while a
both-sided, divided (3), and detachable frame was used for Fig. 14.
For both examples, the reshuffling effort cutoff was set to 5 to
demonstrate how the methodology reduces reshuffling effort; the
number of laydown spaces and the number of panels for each lay-
down space were set to [2, 2].

As shown in these examples, the methodology first generates
loading plans without considering the laydown space availability
(Figs 13a and 14a). For those plans requiring reshuffling effort, the
methodology first identifies the panels contributing to the reshuf-
fling effort. For example, for Figs 13a and 14a, 11 and 3 panels, re-

spectively, are involved in the reshuffling effort and, hence, need
to be rearranged considering the on-site laydown space availabil-
ity. The methodology tries different combinations of panel loca-
tions, computes and compares reshuffling effort for each combi-
nation, and then regenerates loading plans with updated panel
locations that require the least reshuffling effort, as shown in
Figs 13b and 14b. In the examples, loading plans with reduced
reshuffling effort by 4 and 1 were generated showing the useful-
ness of the methodology. If the methodology fails to generate bet-
ter loading plans with less reshuffling effort, the initially gener-
ated loading plans are not updated.
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Figure 13: Example of how the methodology rearranges the panel location to find a better loading plan with less reshuffling effort (5 → 1) for scenario
#3.

Figure 14: Example of how the methodology rearranges the panel location to find a better loading plan with less reshuffling effort (3 → 2) for scenario
#2.

Figure 15: Comparison between the first fit and next fit algorithms in terms of reshuffling effort in forming loads for scenario #2 (Note:
RE = Reshuffling effort cutoff; PS = Panel stability cutoff).
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5.4 Comprehensive use of first fit and next fit
algorithms for loading plan generation

To understand how the comprehensive use of first fit and next fit
algorithms improves the loading plans in terms of reshuffling ef-
fort compared to the case where only first fit was adopted, the au-
thors created 12 cases by varying the reshuffling effort cutoff and
panel stability cutoff, ran two cycles to form loads – first with first
fit and then next fit – and then compared the reshuffling effort.
For this case study, the methodology generated loading plans for
frames that are single-sided, divided into three, and detachable
(scenario #2 in Section 4.1), which is a newer type of frame used
for transporting panels. As installation crews mentioned during
the interviews that the reshuffling effort should mostly be 0 or 1
if possible and should not be higher than 5 in any project, the au-
thors set the range of the reshuffling effort cutoff from 0 to 5. For
the panel stability cutoff, the authors used 0 and 50%. The authors
did not test 100% because, as each layer on frames normally holds
maximum one or two panels, the panels cannot be supported by
multiple panels in the inner layers; thus, it is rare to have 100%
panel stability unless the panels are identical (Fig. 11).

In forming each panel load, the prototype printed ‘picked first
fit’ if the reshuffling effort of the first fit was smaller and the
load was formed using first fit and printed ‘picked next fit’ if the
reshuffling effort of the next fit case was smaller and the load
was formed using next fit. If the reshuffling effort was the same
for both cases, it printed ‘same’. Reshuffling effort was compared
against each other because it often has a greater impact on logis-
tics costs than the panel stability (Lee et al. 2021a). The prototype
then computed the ratio of each algorithm used to form loads in
each scenario. Figure 15 shows the results of the analysis.

In Fig. 15, the x-axis shows different cases for which the authors
varied the reshuffling effort and panel stability cutoffs. The y-axis
shows the percentage that each algorithm was used in forming
panel loads. The number of loads generated in each case varies;
hence, the percentage was used to compare the cases against each
other in this analysis. The plaid bars show the loads formed us-
ing the first fit algorithm because it generated loads that require
less reshuffling effort than the next fit algorithm. The dotted bars
are the opposite: The next fit algorithm performed better so the
loads were formed using the next fit. The gray bars indicate the
percentages of loads for which the first fit and next fit algorithms
generated the same loads. As an example, for the case of reshuf-
fling effort with a cutoff of 5 and panel stability with a cutoff of
50% (the right-most bar on the figure), 12 loads were generated to
be shipped in four trailers. First fit was used to form about 8% of
the loads (1 load out of 12) generated while next fit was used to
form about 25% of the loads (3 load out of 12). For the remaining
67% of the loads (8 loads), first fit and next fit showed the same
performance in terms of the reshuffling effort; thus, they were
generated using next fit as the default. As shown in the figure, the
algorithms showed the same performance in two of the scenarios
(RE = 0 / PS = 0% and RE = 0 / PS = 50%). For the other 10 cases,
both first fit and next fit were used in an integrated manner in
two cases, and next fit was used in eight scenarios. As this anal-
ysis showed, next fit performed better than first fit overall, and
both algorithms were required to generate more efficient loading
plans for different scenarios by finding better locations for panels.
Therefore, the results validated that the extended methodology is
capable of comprehensively integrating both algorithms to gen-
erate loading plans and pick the loading plan as the final loading
plan that offers the best performance for reshuffling effort.

The results of this case study demonstrate the usefulness of
the methodology in guiding project participants to make more ef-
ficient and informed decisions about which frame type to adopt
to minimize the logistics costs considering the logistical factors
while meeting the required project objectives.

6 Conclusions
Prefabricated wall panels offer benefits over stick-built walls, in-
cluding reduced construction duration, improved safety, and re-
duced environmental impact. However, logistics costs are still
higher than in conventional buildings, causing project teams to
hesitate in adopting them more actively. Therefore, planning for
the efficient logistics of prefabricated wall panels is important for
the wider adoption of the panels. For the panel logistics, project
teams use loading plans that contain information about panel
loading, transportation, unloading, and installation processes. As
these determine important objectives of panel logistics, such as
the number of trailers used to ship panels, reshuffling effort, and
stability, it is important that these plans be generated efficiently
by considering the logistical factors impacting panel logistics –
namely, shipping frame types and site conditions. Yet these fac-
tors impact panel logistics differently. Therefore, it is important
for project participants to be able to generate loading plans and
estimate logistics costs multiple times by comprehensively con-
sidering the objectives and these factors in a timely and consis-
tent manner. Although many researchers proposed methodolo-
gies to enhance the logistics planning for prefabricated construc-
tion projects including site layout, installation sequence, storage,
and transportation plans; they did not comprehensively account
for multiple types of shipping frames and laydown space avail-
ability to generate efficient loading plans and estimate logistics
costs flexibly. In this study, the authors proposed a methodology
to rapidly generate loading plans for vertically shipped panels and
estimate logistics costs by comprehensively considering the three
important objectives and logistical factors to support project par-
ticipants with cost-efficient logistics planning.

Through case studies, the authors first validated the usefulness
of the methodology to generate and evaluate the loading plans to
estimate the logistics costs when adopting different vertical ship-
ping frames. The results showed that the methodology can gen-
erate loading plans by considering the different characteristics of
the frames as well as onsite laydown space availability and es-
timating logistics costs considering project-specific cost items. As
the advantages and disadvantages of different frame types as well
as site conditions make one of them better than the other in one
scenario and vice versa in another, with the proposed methodol-
ogy, project participants can make a more efficient and informed
decision about which frame type to adopt to minimize the logis-
tics costs while meeting the required logistics objectives. The au-
thors also validated how the methodology improves loading plans
in terms of reshuffling effort within the methodology by rearrang-
ing the location of panels contributing to the reshuffling work by
considering the site conditions and comprehensively integrating
first fit and next fit algorithms to find a better location for each
panel.

One limitation of this study is that the methodology is not
able to consider other logistical factors, such as crane location or
spatial conflicts with other disciplines, when developing loading
plans and estimating the costs. For example, when trailers arrive
on site and installation crews unload the panels, the crane may be
occupied by other disciplines and not be available for panel instal-
lation. In this case, trailers may need to stay on site in the case of
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attached shipping frames, meaning installation crews need to stay
as well, which adversely impacts the logistics costs. Although dur-
ing the interviews logistics teams mentioned that shipping frame
types and site conditions are two factors that affect the panel lo-
gistics the most, adding an objective function to the methodology
to find the optimal logistics costs by considering other logistical
factors is required. Also, the methodology cannot evaluate load-
ing plans for other important project objectives, such as safety or
environmental impacts. Although cost is the most realistic and
common objective for evaluating projects, future research should
develop a decision support system in which project participants
can rapidly evaluate panel logistics on additional criteria, such as
environmental sustainability, to understand the advantages and
challenges of panel logistics fully. Finally, when the logistics cost is
estimated, it only considers operational costs of inventories such
as number of detention days of each trailer. To fully understand
the panel logistics and be able to optimize it further, understand-
ing other types of costs such as costs resulting from having large
inventories should also be incorporated into the methodology. Po-
tential practical opportunity is to host workshops where project
participants with different points of perspectives gather require-
ments together to incorporate them into the logistics planning.
By discussing requirements and factors impacting panel logistics
and costs and addressing common problems that each participant
may encounter on a regular basis, more accurate and up-to-date
information can be used to plan for panel logistics.
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